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Description
These days translational research and the biomedical research 
playing a major roles for the discovery of new drugs to target the 
particular diseases. We all know about the translational research 
and what the exact research was also known to everyone same 
with Biomedicine too, In the word biomedicine the name itself 
will says that medicine from the “bio” means environment, Most 
of the scientists doing the research on natural resources using 
biomedical techniques following translational research but at last 
when it comes to the market the product is coming in the form of 
artificial and there are so many articles showing with results on 
natural but after that nobody is doing the survey study on their 
product, Coming to my commentary on this topic we have to call 
it as biomedical translation instead of translational biomedicine 
in the sence of two methods (Figure 1).

1. According to the exact meaning and the one by one after 
research it should be biomedical translation

2. Another thing is coming to the exact research work and the 
end product of the research biomedicine at the end it is 
translating as artificial product.

"Translational Biomedicine" 
Instead of this we have to Spell 

it as Biomedicine Translation 
Research. Biomedicine which 
was Developing by Scientists 
was Coming Outside through 

Translational Research

Abstract
Translational biomedicine we can better call it as biomedicine translation, 
Because biomedicine is the in vitro study where the discovery and formulation 
of new compounds were going to be happened and then they will next go for the 
translational studies which was the in vivo study, where the tests will be conduct 
from mouse to the human being in the different phases.
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Figure 1 Biomedical translation.
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